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PROBLEM STATEMENT

Silver has preserved wealth for thousands of years,
the value is transparent, and a tangible way to store
value. Now it's not practically possible to use silver
as money.

OUR SOLUTION

To make silver practically spendable, we have come
out with an innovative idea. With our silvering
tokens, silver can be easily incorporated into daily
commercial transactions, ensuring security and
ease of transfer.

OUR MISSION

We believe cash ought to be genuine riches, it should buy
indistinguishable sum in five years from it did the day we
earned it. Assume responsibility for your cash. Bring in
your cash a genuine advantage to store your riches.

We envision a technologically advanced environment that
makes use of stable coins backed by physical assets instead
of using volatile currencies. We thrive to make your

transactions safer and more stable than any other mode of
payments.

WHY BUY SILVER?
It is cheap
Silver is cheaper in relative terms than other investments. it's 1/70th the value of
gold which may even protect you against financial crisis. it's much affordable for
a mean investor. This metal is yet considered one in all the foremost precious
investments someone can make. it's not necessary to take a position during a full
ounce of gold. Rather, silver will be more reasonable in these terms.

Growth in industrial use
Almost all products nowadays use silver. From machines to coins and batteries to
solar panels, each and everything uses some quantity of silver. There are certain
characteristics in silver like electrical conductivity and its reflectivity which makes
it an acceptable metal for usage in many purposes. because of its character, the
industries are continually utilizing this metal for his or her advantage. This makes
silver high in demand. we are able to reasonably expect the source of demand to
stay sturdy.

World demand is growing
Global demand for silver is at its peak and is continually growing at a dramatic
pace. Major governments have seen record levels of sales in recent years and
most are even operating at their peak production immediately.
However, this type of demand doesn’t happen during a vacuum. At some point in
time, there'll be consequences when the surging demand will meet the crimped
supply and this case are highly beneficial for those that possess silver.

More practical for normal purchase
Silver is clearly not that cheaper to shop for but will be practical when it involves
selling. Someday you'll face the requirement to sell your ounce of gold and meet
your financial demands. it's recommendable to try to to it together with silver. It
comes in smaller denominations that gold which makes it easier for you to sell. It
gives you more flexibility with the sale and allows you to sell only what you wish
at that point.

INTRODUCING SILVERING

Silvering is one in every of the primary silver-backed cryptocurrency. In our world today, our fiat currency has failed its job as a
store important . Silver could be a proven means to shield ones purchasing power. an alternate monetary world has been
created through Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, but there's a scarcity of a stable currency to be used as a way of exchange.
Silvering utilizes silvers stability and also the Ethereum network to supply a stable, secure, and trustworthy token to exchange
for goods and services. Silver and gold are used as money for the past five to seven thousand years.
within the digital age, however, it's nearly feasible at hand the cashier at the local grocery an oz. of silver as payment. In a
pinch, societies could founded tabs and keep track of what's owed since it might be so difficult to create a change of silver, but
it's not going we are going to make a change in an exceedingly backward direction when it involves our money. Plus, we are so
accustomed transacting with digital money. Silvering provides a system of 100% backed by physical silver. you'll exchange your
tokens for physical silver. 1 SLVG will always equal 0.5g of physical silver.
These tokens represent your actual physical ownership! There are not any games here. These tokens are powered by the
Ethereum network. Silvering are often bought through the silvering website using Ethereum and may be stored in an ERC20
wallet.

SILVERING EXPALINED

Silvering (SLVG) is "Direct Private Ownership" of investment-grade
silver which will be exchanged as private money, redeemed for silver,
or sold for USD.
SLVG are often used for transactions a bit like other money. Unlike
other money, its value is stable because it's direct ownership of silver.
Each time a Silvering is employed a tenth transaction fee is incurred. a
little of this fee is employed to extend the silver each token
represents. Thus, the more Silvering are used as money, the more
silver your Silvering represents.

HOW TO GET STARTED
Deposit Coins

Use silvering for transactions

You can use traditional fiat
currencies or other cryptocurrencies
for the purchase.

Silvering can act as a utility coin and
can be widely used for all
commercial purchases around the
world

Register an Account

Buy Silvering Tokens

Earn Profits

Create an account in MercuriEX
exchange platform.

You can buy silvering tokens against
fiat currencies.

Silvering is a stable coin and its
price is backed by the price of silver
which makes it a good profitable
investment.

SILVER USE ANALYSIS

USAGE

Jewelry

10%

Investment
Believe it or not, you don’t go one day

POPULAR
USE
CASES

15%

without using a product that contains silver.

40%
Electronics

It’s used in nearly every major industry,

from electronics and medical applications
to batteries and solar panels. Silver is
everywhere, whether you see it or not.

20%

Automobile

CAPITALIZATION
1,000,000
900,000
800,000
700,000

Silver Capitalization

600,000
500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000

The investments in Silver has seen a tremendous
growth over years. People showed sudden
interests knowing the importance of investing in

silver.
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SECURITY

Cyber Security
System
The records on a blockchain are secured through
cryptography. Network participants have their own
private keys that are assigned to the transactions

they make and act as a personal digital signature.
If a record is altered, the signature will become
invalid and the peer network will know right away
that something has happened. Early notification is
crucial to preventing further damage.

ETHEREUM WALLET

Your Coins in
Safe Place
<CODE>

The main advantage a software Ethereum
wallet has over an online wallet is that you keep
your own private key. This reduces a lot of the risk

of being hacked. However, they are not nearly as
secure as paper or hardware wallets.
Software wallets can be broken into by key
logging software.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Most Advanced
System
The basic advantages of Blockchain
technology are decentralization, immutability,
security, and transparency. The blockchain

technology allows for verification without having
to be dependent on third-parties. The data
structure in a blockchain is append-only.

OUR GOALS

1

Best Profit

User Friendly Platform

The idea is to provide more benefits

Considering the difficulties in

to the investors. Since the silvering is
a stable coin, it ensures high profit

3

margins for the investors.

operation for the investors who are
not from a technical background, we
have made our platform with good

user interface.
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Easy Buying

Versatility

It is very easy for the buyers to

Silvering tokens are not only stable

purchase Silvering tokens. There is no
need of prior experience. It is simple
and clear.

4

coins but also are utility tokens. It can
be used for purchases and
transactions around the global
platforms.

ACHIEVEMENT
TARGETS
ACHIEVEMENTS

10

$10M

0

13

100K

Top 10 World
Cryptocurrencies

Capitalisation

Comission and Taxes

Bank - Partners

Issued bank cards

Customer satisfaction is not just a department, it is our entire company.

ROADMAP

Start Date

Investor Agreement
We found our angel

The brainstorm and

investors and agreement

initiation phase

JAN 2020

was signed.
MARCH 2020

MAY 2020

JUNE 2020

Product Launch Date

Trade Launch Date

Silvering was launched

Trading starts at

as a successful platform

MercuriEX platform.

CEO

Bela Balog

Silvering Precious Metals LLC

https://linkedin.com/in/bela-balog-35953380
belabalog@silvering.biz

belabalog/silvering.bi z

UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION
Real Asset

Stable

Silvering represents legal ownership
of silver that is truly owned by you. It’s
liquid and can be redeemed for the
physical silver anytime or exchanged
for US Dollars.

Silver has been used as a stable
store of value for thousands of
years. Its supply is limited and has
thousands of uses. Silver’s value
has proven it is here to stay.

Safe
Silvering is independent of
governments, banks and the risks of
financial systems. The silver is
stored in private vaults and insured.
Thus, Silvering is dependable and
safe from inflation..

HIGHLIGHTS

Buy and sell deatils
Silvering makes buyback offer every day 5%
from all circulation supply of SLVG on daily
currency basis.

Selling price: daily silver currency +5% fee
Buying price: daily silver currency -5% fee
Exchange Partner: MercuriEX
.

Token

Total supply

1SLVG

62,2069536
SLVG

•ERC20
•Silvering (SLVG)
•6220695,32 SLVG

•0.5 g .9999 purity silver

•1oz .9999 purity silver

DISCLAIMER

Information
Nothing contained in this white paper
constitutes investment, legal or tax advice.
Neither the information nor any opinion

contained in this site constitutes a solicitation
or an offer to buy or sell any securities,
futures, options or other financial
instruments. We sell silver.

CONTACTS
Adress:

2232 Dell Range Blvd.
Suite 245 Cheyenne,
WY 82009
USA
Phone:

Mobile: +43 720 775 378
Mail: office@silvering.biz

